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An adaptive intervention (AI)

- is a sequence of individually tailored treatments that specify whether, how and/or when to alter the intensity, type, dose, or delivery of treatment at critical decision points in the course of care
- operationalizes sequential decision making
- a.k.a. adaptive treatment strategies, dynamic treatment regimes, stepped care, treatment policies
Adaptive Interventions: What?

An example of an AI that occurs in the school context and over the entire school year in the treatment of children with ADHD

- **AI**: First, offer low-dose medication; then add behavioral intervention for non-responders and continue low-dose medication for responders.

- **Decision Rule:**
  - First-stage intervention={Medication}
  - Evaluate at week 8 and monthly, IF {non-response},
  - THEN second-stage intervention={add behavioral intervention}
  - ELSE continue first-stage intervention.
ADAPTIVE INTERVENTIONS: WHAT?

Ingredients

- **Critical Decisions**: intervention options
- **Tailoring Variables**: decide how to adapt treatment.
  - In ADHD, response was evaluated at week 8 and then every 4 weeks based on ratings from the Impairment Rating Scale (IRS) and individualized list of target behaviors (ITB). Non-response defined by $<75\%$ on ITB and rated as impaired on at least one domain from IRS.
- **Decision Rules**: inputs baseline, treatment and tailoring variable information up to the point of the critical decision and outputs subsequent treatment options.
ADAPTIVE INTERVENTIONS: WHY?

- Due to the waxing and waning course of many chronic disorders, an intervention that demonstrates short-term success for an individual may not lead to long-term success (within-person heterogeneity).

- Not all individuals respond or adhere to interventions to the same degree, have the same side-effect profile, respond within the same time-frame, to any given intervention or treatment package (between-person heterogeneity).

- One size does not fit all or even one all of the time.
Adaptive Interventions: How?

- There are often many questions that need to be answered to develop a good AI
  - What is the best first-line therapy for children with ADHD?
  - What is the best measure of response to see if the intervention is successful?
  - Can children who do not respond on the initial treatment be rescued with further treatment? If so, is it best to switch treatment, add treatment, or intensify dose of current treatment?

- Black Box Approach: in the past, AIs were developed based solely on expert opinion, clinical/public policy expertise, piecing together an AI based on literature and evaluated using an RCT
SMART: WHAT?

- Build AIs by using a Sequential Multiple Assignment Randomized Trial (SMART) to provide evidence-based tailored interventions (unpack the black box)
- All or some of the participants are randomized to a set of treatment options at each critical decision point (stage) based on tailoring variable
- Same participants are followed throughout entire trial
SMARTs: What & Why

- Inform the **development of AIs** while more closely mimicking treatment process
- Develop a proposal for an AI, which could then be tested in a 2-arm randomized trial against an appropriate alternative
- Evaluate the **timing, sequencing and tailored selection of treatments** through randomization
- Collect information on other variables (besides tailoring variable of interest) and use observed data to estimate more **personalized decision rules**
ADHD SMART Example: Design (PI: W. Pelham)
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ADHD SMART Example: Primary Objectives

- Test the **main effect** of beginning with medication versus beginning with BMOD on the rate of non-response and ending dosages
- Test the **main effect** among non-responders of augmenting or intensifying treatment?
- Power trial on one of these objectives (similar to powering usual RCT)
ADHD SMART Example: Secondary Objectives

- **Embedded AIs**: Compare child behavior at end of 9 months between two AIs of scientific importance (start with med and add behavior therapy for non-responders vs. start with behavior therapy and add medication for non-responders)

- Use methods to compare AIs (for example, recycled and weighted estimating approach, see Nahum-Shani et al. 2012 p.457-477)
ADHD SMART Example: Embedded AI
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ADHD SMART Example: Embedded AI
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ADHD SMART Example: Secondary Objectives

- **Further Tailoring:** Assess how **baseline variables** (severity of impairment, comorbid child psychopathology, prior med history) impact choice of first-stage intervention and how **time-varying variables** (IRS and ITB ratings, adherence) impact choice of augmenting or intensifying second-stage treatment for non-responders.

- Use methods to personalize AIs (Q-learning, for example see Nahum-Shani et al. 2012 p. 478-494)
SMART: How?

Motivate a SMART by science and let the natural treatment process guide the design, do not try to apply a SMART only due to its novelty and possibilities.
SMART: How?

- **Treatment options**: must be used or could be used in practice- ask a clinician or community organizer how he/she would treat a person over time to develop the possible embedded AIs
- **Tailoring Variable**: denotes early signs of non-response; use low dimensional summary to restrict second-stage treatments; must be agreed upon by experts in the field and clinically feasible
- Ability to collect research evaluations **on schedule** necessary for critical decisions
- Organized treatment and research team with **systematic data collection**
SMART: How?

- SMART design may differ depending on ethical, feasible or strong scientific concerns
- Keep the SMART design simple and the AIs realistic
- **Power on primary objective** (See [http://methodology.psu.edu/downloads for sample size calculators](http://methodology.psu.edu/downloads))
- Collect additional, auxiliary time-varying measures to use in secondary analysis to more deeply tailor AI (time-varying effect moderators)
- Start with a **pilot study** to see if feasible and obtain focus group input
CONCLUSION

- AIs personalize treatment over time and guide practice
- SMARTs build effective AIs
- AIs take advantage of and SMARTs learn about within and between person heterogeneity
CONCLUSION

Questions?

Please follow up
kidwell@umich.edu

Thank you to Danny Almirall & Inbal Nahum-Shani at University of Michigan for all their input and materials.
**ADDITIONAL SELECTED READING**

- Search for terms: ”dynamic treatment regime“, ”adaptive treatment strategy“, ”adaptive intervention“, ”sequential multiple assignment randomized trial“